Trump’s helping Moscow muck with our elections fits the strict constitutional definition of treason
…this is quite the article and quite a lively discussion, I post there as cawfeemug, I hope you read it and join in the conversation, I mean heck, it’s just your country and all, you have a stake in what happens here, don’t you? asking for a friend...after chris mathews and what he said about Bernie I am not really keen on msnbc but the Maddow segment is worth the viewing, heartbreaking truth telling that it is...

...so where is the opposition? where are nancy, chuck, adam and the others? whether they be in Congress, the Justice Department, the military, the Intel Community, where are they? Where is our Government? Silence is Complicity, silence is consent, make no mistake, silence is a death knell to a Representative Republic, your voice has been silenced, you no longer exist or matter…the Fascist Coup has won, I have said that before and I’ll say it again, the Fascist Coup has won...there is no more America...oh, BTW, the planet is on fire, if you hadn’t noticed...
UN’s former climate chief says now is the time for global ‘civil disobedience’ to combat greed

Many reviews of The Hot Zone exemplify the impact the book had on the public’s view of emerging viruses. A review in the British Medical Journal captures the paranoia and public panic described in this book. The reviewer was left “wondering when and where this enigmatic agent will appear next and what other disasters may await human primates” [6]. This can also be seen in a review in the Public Health Reports which highlights the “seriousness of our current situation” and “our ability to respond to a major health threat” [7].

...have you read the book? I read it when it came out in paperback in 1989 or so...if you read it then you are fully aware of what we face with the COVID19 Virus and the potential for a global disaster...there is one place to go for real
information, professionally presented that is reliable, that is ProMED-Mail, here is the link…[https://promedmail.org/](https://promedmail.org/)…be aware, beware…heads up, in-coming…the latest update as of 2/26/2020 7:00pm AZ time, in PDF form…Promed Post – ProMED-mail …there is also this link strictly for the COVID19 Virus…[https://promedmail.org/coronavirus/](https://promedmail.org/coronavirus/)

What is coronavirus and what should I do if I have symptoms?

What are the symptoms caused by the Covid-19 virus from Wuhan in China, how does it spread from person to person, and when should you call a doctor?


**What are the symptoms this coronavirus causes?**

The virus can cause pneumonia. Those who have fallen ill are reported to suffer coughs, fever and breathing difficulties. In severe cases there can be organ failure. As this is viral pneumonia, antibiotics are of no use. The antiviral drugs we have against flu will not work. Recovery depends on the strength of the immune system. Many of those who have died were already in poor health.

…as with any other health concern one of the best ways to staying healthy is frequent hand washing…

**CT provides best diagnosis for COVID-19**

*Date:*
February 26, 2020

[https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2020/02/200226151951.htm](https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2020/02/200226151951.htm)

In a study of more than 1,000 patients published in the journal Radiology, chest CT outperformed lab testing in the diagnosis of 2019 novel coronavirus disease (COVID-19). The researchers concluded that CT should be used as the primary screening tool for COVID-19.
‘An Outrage’: HHS Chief Azar Refuses to Vow Coronavirus Vaccine Will Be Affordable for All, Not Just the Rich

“This is what happens when you put a Big Pharma CEO who doubled the price of insulin in charge of regulating Big Pharma.”


YOU FUCKING PIG!!!

*****

Ocasio-Cortez Says Putting Pence in Charge of Coronavirus Effort ‘Irresponsible’ Because He ‘Literally Does Not Believe in Science’

“This decision could cost people their lives. Pence’s past decisions already have.”


The Verge reported following Trump’s announcement Wednesday that as governor of Indiana, Pence
“slashed public health spending and delayed the introduction of needle exchanges, which led to the state’s worst outbreak of HIV.”

Gregg Gonsalves—a Yale epidemiologist who co-authored a 2018 paper connecting Pence’s policy decisions as governor to the 2014 HIV outbreak in Scott County, Indiana—denounced the president’s decision to allow Pence to coordinate the administration’s coronavirus response.

“Over 200 people were infected with HIV in an outbreak, met with ignorance, bumbling, incompetence, and ideological intransigence. Two hundred needlessly infected, now on medication for life at great costs to themselves and the state,” Gonsalves tweeted Thursday morning. “Now Donald Trump has put Mike Pence in charge of coronavirus.”

**THEY WANT YOU TO DIE!!! They are weaponizing the pandemic against their own citizens, this is TREASON!!!**

*****

Coronavirus: Trump says US risk ‘very low’ as Australian PM warns pandemic is ‘upon us’

US president says cases could fall to zero in a ‘few days’ but Scott Morrison launches emergency plan to deal with threat of global outbreak


AMERICAN LYING SACKS OF SHIT!!!

*****

World ‘on brink of coronavirus pandemic’: All the latest updates

Coronavirus spreading to more countries around the world, with Estonia, Denmark and Georgia confirming first cases.


*****

4,443 results returned for coronavirus

https://search.cdc.gov/search/?query=coronavirus
Did Trump Fire the US Pandemic Response Team?

As a new coronavirus spread in 2020, so did concerns about the United States’ preparedness for a potential pandemic.

Did Trump Fire the US Pandemic Response Team?

TRUE

Did Trump Fire the US Pandemic Response Team?

White House mobilizes to stunt information flow to the public on coronavirus

America is about to get a godawful lesson in why health care should never be a for-profit business
I cannot stress how important it is that you read the above link, it shows up in black but does work...there Sam explains everything I have been trying to tell you for months in plain short sentences that everyone can understand...while there I suggest you read the whole page from top to bottom...here is my page again so that you may have more detail should you want it...

Jet Stream Anomalies + “Steve”+ Ice Melt

...and here as well...

Previous Front Pages & Climate Reports

...just to bring a different view of heat and heat transference here is a screenshot of the Earth map over Antarctica at 700 hPa above the surface, the air circulation is following the pattern of Antarctica, this is the first time I’ve seen such a thing, that isn’t to say it hasn’t happened before it’s just new to me...also the ocean heating at both poles and a good clue as to why the ice is melting the way it is...get away from the coasts and get to higher ground people’s...
...there is a high pressure doom over Antarctica…
Seismic events claw at the Doomsday glacier by rolling icebergs slamming into the fragile ice shelf.
Ilulissat Icefjord - Large iceberg breaking over

"CHASING ICE" captures largest glacier calving ever filmed - …

Dramatic Melting of Antarctica Under Record Heat Caught by Shocking NASA Satellite Images

Dramatic Melting of Antarctica Under Record Heat Caught by Shocking NASA Satellite Images
60,000-Strong Fridays for Future Protest in Hamburg, Germany Prompts Question: ‘Where Are You, USA?’

“What is it going to take for the U.S. to rise up like this?”

60 Thousand Strong in Hamburg…Where are you America?

57 Climate Scientists Object After Biden Falsely Claims “Not a Single Solitary Scientist” Thinks Sanders’ Green New Deal Can Work

In an open letter, the climate experts say Bernie’s plan “not only possible,” but necessary “if we want to save the planet for ourselves, our children, grandchildren, and future generations.” (my bold)
...yet another “I cannot stress enough”...this is why Bernie and the Green New Deal means so much to all of us...this is why I support Bernie without question...this is why I push and pull and preach Bernie...I went to the Doc on Friday, my B/P was-is sky high, updated med's and I was told to quit this, I don’t know how I can, I have tried...so I need to ask a favor though, since that is apparently how things are done now, stop being so damn stupid so I can get some rest, okay? cool, thanks...

...here it is, all in a nut-shell or pretty much all of it...warning, not for the faint of heart...the thing to keep in mind is, not much will survive at plus 3 degrees and that includes you, dear reader...for every species that goes extinct 10 others are effected, it is called co-extinction...keep reading below...

A third of plants and animals risk mass extinction

Global Warming has shifted the ‘major wind-driven ocean currents’ poleward.

...something that has been discussed here for a few months, it is nice to have verification of what one is expounding on :-))) ...